
Course # Science Department Credit Descrip3on (Highlighted courses are open to freshmen) Pre-requisite

3100DC Integrated Science 1.0 This class will emphasize Chemistry and Physics providing the background for Biology, Earth and Space, and higher level Chemistry and Physics. Pre-requisite:  None

3422 Zoology 0.5
The class studies the classificaOon of animals on Earth and specific informaOon of each classificaOon and how the groups interact in the natural 
world. Pre-requisite:  None

3110 AP Environmental Science 1.0

This course will saOsfy the freshman science graduaOon requirements.  The goal of the AP Environmental Science course is to provide students with 
the scienOfic principles, concepts, and methodologies required to understand the interrelaOonships of the natural world, to idenOfy and analyze 
environmental problems both natural and human-made, to evaluate the relaOve risks associated with these problems, and to examine alternaOve 
soluOons for resolving and/or prevenOng them.  If an acceptable score is made on the College Board Test, a student may earn credit at most colleges. 

Pre-requisite:  None

3200DC Biology CP 1.0 Introduces students to the basic biological concepts of the cell, cell energeOcs, molecular basis of life, interdependence of organisms, and biological 
change.  The approach uOlizes a scienOfic inquiry and applicaOon approach.  Pre-requisite:  Integrated Science

3201DC Biology CP-Accelerated 1.0
Introduces students to the basic biological concepts of the cell, cell energeOcs, molecular basis of life, interdependence of organisms, and biological 
change.  The approach uOlizes a scienOfic inquiry and applicaOon approach.  Pre-requisite:  Integrated Science

3202DC Biology Pre-AP 1.0
Introduces students to the basic introductory biological concepts of the cell, cell energeOcs, molecular basis of life, behavior, interdependence of 
organisms, and biological change in preparaOon for AP Biology.  The approach uOlizes a scienOfic inquiry and applicaOon approach.  Students taking 
this class are expected to take AP Biology in the future.

Pre-requisite:  Integrated Science

3300DC Earth and Space CP 1.0 This is an intermediate level science course encompassing all of the Earth and Space Science and Unifying Ideas core content including: Earth 
Systems, Environmental Sciences, Geology and Geologic Processes, Meteorology, and Astronomy. Pre-requisite: Integrated Science and Biology

3301DC Earth and Space CP-Accelerated 1.0
This is an intermediate level science course encompassing all of the Earth and Space Science and Unifying Ideas core content including: Earth 
Systems, Environmental Sciences, Geology and Geologic Processes, Meteorology, and Astronomy. Pre-requisite: Integrated Science and Biology

3302DC Earth and Space Pre-AP 1.0
This is an intermediate level science course encompassing all of the Earth and Space Science and Unifying Ideas core content including: Earth 
Systems, Environmental Sciences, Geology and Geologic Processes, Meteorology, and Astronomy. Pre-requisite: Integrated Science and Biology

3403DC Fundamentals of Chemistry 1.0
Chemistry is the study of the composiOon, structure and properOes of maWer and the change that maWer undergoes.  These concepts will be studied 
primarily from the perspecOve of food preparaOon.  This course is recommended for anyone interested in a career in the culinary arts or any non-
science major in college.

Pre-requisite:  Integrated Science and Biology

3400DC Chemistry CP 1.0 Chemistry is the study of the composiOon, structure, and properOes of maWer and the change that maWer undergoes.  Emphasis will be placed on 
the major concepts of chemistry with basic laboratory skills. Pre-requisite: Integrated Science and Biology

3401DC Chemistry CP Accelerated 1.0
Chemistry is the study of the composiOon, structure, and properOes of maWer and the change that maWer undergoes.  Emphasis will be placed on 
the major concepts of chemistry with basic laboratory skills. Pre-requisite: Integrated Science and Biology

3402DC Chemistry Pre AP 1.0
Chemistry is the study of the composiOon, structure, and properOes of maWer and the change that maWer undergoes.  Emphasis will be placed on 
the major concepts of chemistry with basic laboratory skills.  This class is designed for students who will pursue chemistry on a high level and are 
expected to enroll in AP Chemistry in the future.

Pre-requisite: Integrated Science and Biology

3500DC Physics CP 1.0
Physics is an inquiry based course designed to expand on the principles of how and why the world around us works and find pracOcal applicaOons of 
physics through laboratories, data analysis, problem solving, and discussions.  Students will invesOgate the topics of moOon, force, energy, electricity, 
magneOsm, waves, sound and light.

Pre-requisite: Integrated Science and Biology

3501DC Physics CP Accelerated 1.0
Physics is an inquiry based course designed to expand on the principles of how and why the world around us works and find pracOcal applicaOons of 
physics through laboratories, data analysis, problem solving, and discussions.  Students will invesOgate the topics of moOon, force, energy, electricity, 
magneOsm, waves, sound and light.

Pre-requisite: Integrated Science and Biology and  earned a B or 
higher in Geometry

9350-PHY201      
9350-PHY202 AP Physics C / Math for STEM 2

AP Physics C /MathemaOcs for STEM is a full year joint science/math class that is lab oriented and prepares the student for the AP Physics C - 
Mechanics exam and the AP Physics C - Electricity and MagneOsm exam. Math topics that prepare the student for a STEM major will be introduced 
throughout the year, such as, differenOaOon, integraOon, linear algebra, staOsOcal data and uncertainty analysis, coordinate transformaOons, etc. 
Students that complete the course will earn a math credit and a science credit at DCHS. Qualified students can take the class for dual credit and earn 
8 hours of college credit (with, or without taking the AP exams). Student will earn 1 Science and 1 Math credit.

Pre-requisite:  Pre-AP Algebra II or teacher recommendaOon

3600DC AP Biology 1.0
This course is the equivalent of an Introductory-level Biology course in taught in college.  The course provides students with the conceptual 
framework, factual knowledge, and analyOcal skills to deal with the rapidly changing science of biology.  Emphasis will be placed on preparaOon for 
the AP Biology exam and students are expected to take the exam at the conclusion of the course.

Pre-requisite:  Chemistry and Pre-AP Biology or teacher 
recommendaOon

3700DC AP Chemistry 1.0
This course is the equivalent of an Introductory-level Chemistry course in taught in college.  The course provides students with the conceptual 
framework, factual knowledge, and analyOcal skills to deal with the rapidly changing science of chemistry.  Emphasis will be placed on preparaOon 
for the AP Chemistry exam and students are expected to take the exam at the conclusion of the course.

Pre-requisite:  CompleOon of Chemistry Pre-AP or teacher 
recommendaOon

3800DC AP Physics I 1.0
This course is a college level, mathemaOcally-based, laboratory-oriented course.  The primary responsibility is to prepare students for the naOonal AP 
Physics I test or the SAT Physics Subject Test.  Pre-requisite:   Successful compleOon of Algebra II 

3433DC AP Physics II 1.0
This course, the equivalent of the second semester of an algebra-based general physics class taken during the first or second year of college, will 
provide students with the opportunity to study classical and some modern physics and uOlize student-centered learning to foster criOcal thinking 
skills through Modeling InstrucOon pedagogy.

Pre-requisite: Successful compleOon of AP Physics II

3900DC Forensic Chemistry 1.0
This class is designed to explore the science of crime scene analysis.  Emphasis will be placed on lab applicaOon of concepts learned.  Subject maWer 
may be unseWling at Omes; use your discreOon as to your tolerance level.

Pre-requisite:  Must have at least a C or beWer in a Integrated 
Science OR a B or beWer in the last science course taken

3901DC Anatomy and Physiology 1.0
This is a challenging course offering in the biological sciences. This course is recommended for juniors and seniors. It is designed for students who 
like the sciences and/or who are interested in pursuing a career in the medical science fields or Allied Health Fields.  This course compliments AP 
Biology.

Pre-requisite:  Biology or Biology Pre-AP.  Junior and senior level.  



3902DC Organic Chemistry 1.0
Emphasis is placed on study of carbon-based compounds and the reacOons, which they undergo.  This is a highly recommended course for anyone 
interested in the fields of chemistry, biochemistry and medicine. Pre-requisite:  AP Chemistry and Biology Pre-AP
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